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Altana Volatility Fund    

Trading options and volatility normally happen outside of the headlines but sometimes they make it onto the front 
page. In the turbulent days in early February volatility in global equity markets spiked after what has been one of 
the longest phases of market calm since 1928, including some of the lowest readings ever seen in popular gauges 
of implied volatility like the VIX or the V2X (the VIX equivalent for the EuroStoxx 50) in the second half of last year.  
 
Arguably this is the first time that rising volatility has caused markets to fall rather than the other way round, This 
was due to the large build up in strategies explicitly or implicitly selling volatility. 

So what happened exactly?  
 

First, we need to take one step back and look at trading in US equity markets since the presidential election in 
November 2017. Since then we’ve witnessed an almost unprecedented march upwards accompanied by extremely 
low volatility. The chart below depicts the S&P 500 (white line) and the VIX (orange line): 
 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. 

 
Nothing could shake this market. Political turmoil in the US, European elections, North Korean missile tests and 
whatever was thrown at this move only resulted in a yawn and a continued march upwards. There were reasons for 
this: for the first time since 2008, it really looked like a normal environment for the real economy. Synchronised 
global growth with the support of very low yields allowed for a decent earnings picture without any pressure on 
multiples. The US tax reform passed late in the year added further fuel to fire.  It felt like the best of all worlds. The 
market was vulnerable – probably had been for a while – but that’s only half the story. 
 
Now add into this cauldron of bubbling complacency, a very peculiar investment strategy: shorting the VIX. 
 
The VIX future that you buy to bet on rising volatility (or to hedge long positions) has a very distinct shape in normal 
times. It trades in steep contango, i.e. the front month trades lower than subsequent months on the curve. 
 

  
 

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
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Above is the VIX curve from 5 January 2018. You can’t buy spot, so you buy the first month at 10.5 while spot is 
trading at 9.2. If you’re long and nothing happens, you lose a whopping 1.3 points or 12 % a month. So some 
smart people thought “why not take the opposite trade, go short the first months and – since it’s such a great trade 
– lever it up?” 
 
And in this low vol environment – it worked. 
 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
 

The Credit Suisse product (XIV US) above was trading in the mid-20s in early 2016 . It peaked at 146 a few days 
ago. The problem is just that if the curve moves, it moves… 
 
This is the VIX curve as of 5 February  close: 
 

  
 

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
 

If you’re short something that moves from 10 to 30 and you’re levered it is game over. Full stop. All these structures 
will be liquidated. 
 
From what we’re reading, there is about $500bn invested in these instruments. A substantial number, for sure, but 
nothing that creates any sort of sustained damage. 
 
The bigger problem is that volatility is a crucial input into a lot of allocation models. Low volatility increases their 
willingness to take risk and vice versa. A spectacular day like Monday 5 February changes the game for quite a few 
players. Their models now scream “higher risk”. Whilst it’s impossible to know exactly how much money will be 
shifted in coming days, we do know most professional players will take risk off at the margin. There is also a real 
chance that this “teflon” market where each and every bit of new information was taken as a justification for higher 
prices has changed. Only time will tell. 
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How did all of this impact the Altana Volatility Strategy? 
 

It’s a two-fold story. 
 

1. We tend not to make money in the immediate market drop 

 
That’s a price we have to pay. We sell insurance to other people at the money that benefits or loses depending on 
whether realised volatility is lower or higher than expected volatility. If we receive 3% in premiums but the market 
falls 10 % we do better than a long position but this is of limited solace. However, moves of the magnitude we’ve 
seen a few days back unveil another critical part of our set up. We buy out-of-the money (OTM) put options, 
(depending on price) between 15-20 % below the strike price of our short option position. This is a pretty frustrating 
exercise because it costs us real money in normal times. But it kicks in these situations, as our maximum loss is 
always predetermined.  
 
If you think about the mindset of these short VIX trades and what we’re actually doing, it couldn’t be further apart. 
They spent all their time thinking about the nice things that happen in normal times and - make no mistake - 
capturing a double digit roll yield in a futures contract can be a fantastic strategy. However, they casually left out 
what happens if something goes wrong, an inexcusable mistake. 90 % of our work goes into thinking about 
managing the downside risk of our strategy. We know the short-term mark-to-market losses inherent in the strategy 
that we cannot avoid.  
 
The Altana Volatility Strategy is down about 2% for the month at the time of writing. In essence the short VIX 
strategy may have made double-digit returns in good times but then it lost 95-100% of your capital when it entered 
the inevitable bad times. Our strategy allows you to take high single digit returns off the table most years whilst 
capping your risk between 12-16% at any time. Hence our risk management allows us to be extremely excited 
about prospects right now… and that’s the other part of the story. 
 

2. We are extremely bullish for the Altana Volatility Strategy going forward 

Selling insurance is profitable if the selling prices are much higher than the expected losses. Over the last few 
years many new entrants, such as ETF providers, have pushed the premiums lower and lower making the strategy 
less profitable. However the huge losses incurred this year will mean fewer sellers for the foreseeable future.  
 
We went into this downturn being only 50-75% invested, due to our rules on minimum entry levels and take 
profit/stop losses. The low volatility didn’t provide sufficient cushion in terms of premiums for us to feel comfortable 
to take on the full risk. This hampered our return profile for Q4 2017 and it wasn’t great fun to manage the strategy 
over the last few months. This has now changed profoundly and if history is any guide we have every potential for a 
very strong year.  
 
All of a sudden we received higher premiums for a one month position. And while some of that money has to go to 
cover realised losses of positions we needed to roll from higher strike prices there is a very peculiar feature that will 
most likely more than pay for any short-term pain. Spikes in volatility happen very quickly but the subsequent 
normalisation takes time. 
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. 

 
Let’s look at the last major spike in 2015 as an example. The move up happens very quickly, the move down takes 
much longer allowing us to sell more expensive insurance for much longer. People’s behaviour reacts to recent 
experience. They digest such a sharp move for a while and are of a sudden keen to buy protection at expensive 
prices for a longer period before the old complacency sets in again. We call this process self-healing, the initial loss 
due to higher volatility is quickly repaired by selling volatility at much higher levels in the subsequent months. This 
is often seen in other insurance markets, eg Hurricane insurance increases after hurricane damage. 
 
We don’t expect volatility to go back to the old low. A lot of people have been badly burned in their volatility trades 
and most risk managers will force lower leverage and higher volatility expectations on their investment managers. 
Grasping the drivers described should lay the basis for an exciting year. 
 
Anyone really nervous about markets going completely in the wrong direction should have a look at the 2008 
performance statistics in the table below (this is only for the US but the statistics for Europe look very similar): 

 
So it may be a bit choppy going forward but the return potential is fantastic. When there is carnage in a strategy 
and premiums are being paid for risk history tells us, it is time to allocate capital. 
 
Let us know if you have any questions. 
 
 
E: investorservices@altanawealth.com | T: +44 20 7079 1080 or +377 97 70 56 36 
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Appendix 1 
 
Hindsight is a wonderful asset. We follow and trade both S&P and SX5E volatility markets on a daily basis. Just 
before the spike we noticed something unusual. European volatility was lower than in the US. [see Jan 18

th
 white 

line crossing orange one below and ratio above 1].Was the market telling us supply/demand meant volatility 
couldn’t go lower in the US? This was another reason for our reduced position but with hindsight maybe a reason to 
go flat completely. 
 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
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Disclaimer: This report is prepared by Altana Wealth Limited (“Altana”) , which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) in 
the United Kingdom (FRN: 532912). The Altana Volatility Fund (“AVF”) is managed by Altana Wealth Limited and will be a Sub-Fund of Altana UCITS 
Funds Plc an investment company with variable capital incorporated with limited liability in Ireland with registered number 540012 and established as an 
umbrella fund with segregated liability between sub-funds pursuant to the European Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable 
Securities).collective investment in transferable securities under Directive 2009/62/EC. The Fund is a recognised scheme for the purposes of section 264 
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 of the United Kingdom. Most of the protections provided by the United Kingdom regulatory system, and 
compensation under the United Kingdom Financial Services Compensation Scheme, will not be available. The contents of this factsheet are directed only 
at persons who would be defined as Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparty clients under the rules of the FCA rules. The services provided by 
Altana are only available to persons classified as Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties (as defined in the FCA rules). As such, no reliance 
should be placed on anything contained in this factsheet by persons other than Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparty clients. In particular, 
persons who are Retail Clients (as defined in the FCA rules), should not act or rely upon the information provided in this factsheet and the services 
referred to herein will not be available to such persons. They are advised to contact their Financial Adviser. 
This report is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary 
to local law or regulation. It is the responsibility of every person reading this report to satisfy himself as to the full observance of the laws of any relevant 
country, including obtaining any government or other consent which may be required or observing any other formality which needs to be observed in that 
country. This document does not constitute an offer to sell, solicit or buy any investment product or service, and is not intended to be a final 
representation of the terms and conditions of any product or service. The investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable for all recipients 
and you should seek professional advice if you are in doubt. Clients should obtain legal/taxation advice suitable to their particular circumstances. This 
document may not be reproduced or disclosed (in whole or in part) to any other person without our prior written permission. Although information in this 
document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, Altana does not represent or warrant its accuracy, and such information may be 
incomplete or condensed. All estimates and opinions in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and may be subject to 
change without notice. Altana will not be responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statement contained herein, and expressly 
disclaims any liability, including incidental or consequential damages, arising from any errors or omissions. The value of investments and the income 
derived from them can fall as well as rise, and you may not get back the amount originally invested. Past performance is no indicator of future 
performance. Investment products may be subject to investment risks, including but not limited to, currency exchange and market risks, fluctuations in 
value, liquidity risk and, where applicable, possible loss of principal invested. The information contained in this document is merely a brief summary of key 
aspects of the Fund. More complete information on the Fund can be found in the prospectus or key investor information document. These documents 
constitute the sole binding basis for the purchase of Fund units. Issued by Altana Wealth February 2018. 
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